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objectively speaking, answer 12 in terms of design and performance in the late answer shoes are superior, but the transfer piston
after "discomfort" also makes his fans more sights on the next season, and the same Reebok early next season's Iverson ready a
new generation of answer 13. As early as a few color sample A12 piston exposure, the network had all the news about A13, and
sample from the outflow of the final model, the double A13 further emphasizes the former generation of "integration" style, the upper
of a whole piece of synthetic materials, in addition to the periphery of the leather wrapping and all over the body of the shoe press
decoration design, without any redundant, with the most traditional lacing system, shoes like a giant silkworm, giving a strong sense
of package. In terms of technology, all the palm hexride luxury configuration combined with insole insole is the most scientific and
technological generation after a9. Because this generation is still by the Japanese designer surgeon, so the overall feel and union
series shoes after Reebok for the Asian market is very similar, it seems Reebok is really going to Asia as the answer series
reproduce the brilliant "land" the.
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Zoom LeBron Soldier III popular in NBA because of James's popularity, however, its popularity in the WNBA shows that the
performance of shoes has been unanimously affirmed. After watching the Cavs wearing the same dress, we might as well see how
the women in the WNBA have performed the shoes to perfection.
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